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The economy gathered momentum in June.  Interest sensitive sectors continue to capitalize 
on gains from lower short-term interest rates.  Stronger global demand, especially in 
emerging markets, have lifted demand for manufactured goods and exports.  The index of 
leading indicators increased by 1.2% in May, the strongest since April 2002.  The Ivey 
Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) rose to 64.7 in May from 57.1, indicating strong growth.  
Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will grow 2.7% this year and 3.5% in 2005.  Inflation 
will moderate to 1.6% this year, before accelerating to 1.9% next year.  The Bank of Canada 
(BoC) will keep rates flat at 2.0% before raising rates at a steady pace starting late this 
year.    

Manufacturing has consolidated recent gains.  Shipments rose 0.5% in April after rising 
4.0% in March, the fifth consecutive monthly increase.  New and unfilled orders both 
increased by over 2% during April.  During the first quarter of the year, manufacturing GDP 
rose by 0.6% to a level of output not seen since 2000.  Manufacturing employment has 
risen in each of the past three months and is up by 14,900 jobs this year, after falling 
55,400 last year.   

The labor market continued to surprise in May.  Employment jumped by 56,000 jobs, more 
than double an expected 22,300.  The unemployment rate fell by 0.1% to 7.2%.  The new 
jobs were concentrated in full-time employment, which rose by 37,200 positions.  Job 
growth will soon converge to an average of around 15,000-20,000 new jobs per month.   

The housing market remained very strong.  Housing starts stayed at a high level of 238,800 
in May, close to April’s level of 241,600.  In April, residential building permits rose 4.9% to 
reach a new high level.  New home prices jumped by 0.7% in April.  This level is 5.6% 
higher than a year ago and represents the highest annual increase since March 1990.  
Lower short-term interest rates and strong employment gains have pushed the housing 
market into high gear.  The housing market will be weakened only slightly by the rate hikes 
later this year because the labor market will remain robust.    

Retail sales stumbled in April, falling 0.8%.  This decline follows three months of sales 
growth of at least 1% per month.  Declines were led by interest-sensitive auto sales.  In 
February and March, when long-term interest rates were declining, retail sales at new car 
dealers rose by 10.5% and 1.9% respectively versus growth of 2.6% and 1.1% in total retail 
sales.   In April, when long-term rates increased, new car dealers’ sales fell 3.8%.  While 
retail sales will rebound given the improving labor market, rising interest rates will hamper 
near term sales growth. 

Canadian Forecast Summary 

History Forecast Annual Data
03Q4 04Q1 04Q2 04Q3 04Q4 05Q1 05Q2 2002 2003 2004 2005

Real GDP, % Change, SAAR 3.3 2.4 3.7 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.5 3.4 2.0 2.7 3.5
   % Change, Year Ago 1.7 1.6 2.7 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.5

CPI, SA, % Change, Year Ago 1.7 0.8 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.5 2.2 2.8 1.6 1.9

BoC Core CPI,  % Change, Year Ago 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.2 1.7 2.1

End of Period End of Period
Bank Target Rate, % 2.75 2.25 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.50 2.75 2.75 2.50 4.25

3-Month Treasury Bill Tender, % 2.6 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 3.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 4.3
10-Year Benchmark Bond Yield, % 4.7 4.3 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.4 4.8 4.7 5.2 5.6

CAD/USD Rate 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.64 0.77 0.75 0.76
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Minority governments 
have generally been 
negative for the CAD; 
however, the currency 
has strengthened 
recently.   

 

 

 

The economic impact 
of the election will be 
minimal.  

 

 

 

 

 

Although inflationary 
risks are rising, 
inflation will continue 
to remain tame until 
next year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The BoC will raise 
rates by the end of 
next quarter. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Canadian dollar 
will end Q3 slightly 
weaker, before 
strengthening. 

Minority governments and the Canadian dollar  
Exchange rate (CAD in USD) two months before and after the election of a minority government. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In the recent Federal election, the Liberal party won 135 seats, short of the 155 seats 
needed for a majority.  The prospect of a minority government had left some investors 
feeling uneasy as the winning party may have to increase government spending in order to 
gain the support of other parties.  Also, further debt cutting initiatives would be delayed.  
However, with this election, the economic impact will be minimal.  Although the political 
motivation for debt reduction will be reduced, balanced budgets will continue as all four 
major parities had promised.  Also, new spending initiatives will be harder to implement 
without a majority.  In fact, the Canadian dollar actually rallied before the election despite 
polls showing a tight race. 

Although the risk of higher inflation is rising, inflation will remain tame over the medium 
term.  There have been some recent signs that inflation might be returning.  In May, the Ivey 
PMI prices index reached 77.3, the highest yet recorded.  The Industrial Product Price Index 
soared 1.5% in May.  In the first quarter of this year, capacity utilization increased by 0.6% 
to 83.5%, signifying a drop in the economy’s excess capacity.  Despite these signs, there is 
still enough slack in the economy to prevent inflationary pressure.  Capacity utilization has 
been led by housing-related sectors, such as wood products (97.4%) and construction 
(86.8%), and some commodity products, such as petroleum and coal (96.7%) and non-
metallic minerals (92%).  Many of these will be cooled by economic measures in the US and 
China.  Many important industries, such as machinery (79.8%), electrical equipment 
(74.3%), and computers (75.6%), are still well below their historical highs.  In addition, unit 
labor costs during the first quarter fell 0.2%.  With falling labor costs, the biggest input for 
most industries, firms will not have to raise prices significantly until next year.  

As expected, the Bank of Canada (BoC) kept the target for the overnight interest rate at 2% 
at its meeting on June 8th.  After the better-than-expected recent indicators, the markets are 
fully pricing in 75 basis points of rate increases by the BoC by the end of the year.  The Bank 
is in no hurry to raise rates, however.  In recent speeches, Bank board members have 
indicated that recent developments have been in-line with their expectations since April 
when they indicated their intention to keep rate increases on hold.  Bank officials have 
emphasized the need to facilitate various adjustments that the economy is enduring with 
low interest rates.  In addition, officials have stated that recent higher oil prices will not 
impact core inflation.  By September, sustained employment growth, a weaker Canadian 
dollar, and declining excess capacity will push the BoC to act.    

As projected last month, the Canadian dollar has rebounded by 2.7% against the US dollar 
over the past month to USD 0.75.  Better-than-expected trade and current account 
surpluses in Canada, along with worse-than expected trade and current account deficits in 
the US, have improved the relative attractiveness of Canadian assets.  The CAD will likely 
end 2004 Q3 slightly weaker as the short-term interest rate differential with the US 
declines, before strengthening to 0.76 USD per CAD by year-end.   
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